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With interest we read the article by Castro and colleagues exploring the relationship between sunlight exposure and ICU mortality \[[@B1]\]. Interestingly, less daylight exposure prior to ICU admission was associated with a reduction in ICU mortality. While the authors mention the influence of light on the development of delirium, it is also recognized that delirium is an independent risk factor for death \[[@B2]-[@B4]\]. However, the authors did not adjust for delirium.

To determine whether sunlight exposure is still associated with ICU mortality when additional adjustments are made for delirium, we performed a similar retrospective cohort study on 2,623 patients admitted to ICUs of three large hospitals in the Netherlands. The 28-day photoperiod values were retrieved from weather stations in the vicinity of these hospitals from the Royal Dutch Meteorological Institute, including actual sunlight hours per day. The pre-illness photoperiod ranged from 37 to 301 hours. In total, 849 (32.4%) patients suffered from delirium during their ICU admission and 200 (7.6%) patients died during their hospital stay. In a multivariate logistic regression analysis adjusting for similar covariates to the Castro group but now also including delirium, the cumulative 28-day photoperiod prior to ICU admission was not associated with in-hospital mortality (odds ratio = 1.001; 95% confidence interval = 0.997 to 1.005).

Naturally, our study population is smaller than that in Castro and colleagues\' study and therefore it would be interesting to know whether the reported relationship between sunlight exposure and outcome remains when delirium is added as a covariate. If this relationship does not remain, it could be determined whether delirium is a confounder or a mediator of mortality.
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We appreciate the insightful comments and additional adjusted analysis of Simons, van den Boogaard, Slooter and Pickkers. We also acknowledge the known association between delirium and ICU mortality; however, our dataset did not capture this covariate. Our perspective is that delirium may be on the causal pathway between light and outcome, as has been previously suggested. Incorporating this covariate would therefore bias our analysis of the association between photoperiod and mortality towards the null.

Apart from the smaller population size, additional characteristics may underlie the disparate results. The lower mortality (7.6%) of Simons and colleagues\' cohort, in contrast to ours (10.7%), may similarly challenge the ability to identify a significant difference. Additional data from their analysis, including the point estimates prior to any additional adjustment and the means of risk adjustment, would enable a better comparison. Interestingly, the range of the pre-admission photoperiod (37 to 301 hours) for Simons and colleagues\' cohort differs considerably from that in our analysis (259 to 421 hours) with only modest overlap. The biologically meaningful cumulative photoperiod occurs after approximately 4 weeks of exposure. Although details of their methodology are not provided, the relationship between light and ICU mortality may exhibit a threshold below which no further benefit is observed. Nonetheless, we appreciate their attention and certainly share their view that further analyses are needed.
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